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CGA minister Syu Huei-you
presides the 2004 Coast Guard
new recruits orientation forum
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T he Coast Guard Administration has staged a 2004 new recruits

orientation forum presided by administration minister  Syu Huei-

you at the second conference room on the sixth floor of the Coast Guard

Building on March 9, 2005. At the forum some of the questions and

feedback of the trainees are explained and answered by relevant units

supervisors on hand.

Furthermore, as minister Syu reiterates three crucial facets of the

Coast Guard, including maritime law enforcement, maritime service

and maritime administration, the Coast Guard would focus on the

followings:

I. To continue with organization reengineering transformation

Supporting the government’s blueprint for developing the coun-

try into a maritime nation, the administration intends to timely fine-

tune its support in concept and working focus by transforming its

straightforward maritime law enforcement function to a stepped-up

integration of maritime rescue, maritime resources protection and mari-

time activity development.

II.To expand the working dynamics:

With maritime defense being the forefront safeguard of Taiwan’s

economic security, the administration is committed to continuing its

maritime law enforcement, maritime eradication, maritime orderly

enforcement, escape eradication and people-smuggling syndicates

crackdown projects by stepping up law enforcement to curtail traffick-

ing loopholes, eradicate the infection and spread of epidemics, coupled

The  admin i s t ra t i on  m in i s te r
Syu Huei-you extends a handshake
with the trainee.
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with an all-out clampdown against traffickers, people-smuggling

syndicates, to eliminate the slippage of illegal workers and illicit

migrants, so to better protect the social order and enforce a fair labor

market supply-demand mechanism that would further enhance Taiwan

maritime order ’s stability and soundness, as well as to erect the

administration’s authoritative image as a dynamic maritime law en-

forcement agency.

III.To excel the quality of public service

The administration remains committed to providing well-thought,

convenient maritime services by instilling a sound foundation for com-

munication and mutual confidence between the general public and the

Coast Guard Administration.  Besides inducting simplified adminis-

trative procedures to offer greater convenience to the public, the ad-

ministration has successfully instilled a wireless barcode identification

system that greatly shortens the time for boats and vessels to file for a

security inspection getting in and out of the harbor, together with the

induction of a single service window and the instilment of a case fol-

low-up and feedback mechanism that would also further enhance the

administration’s law enforcement yield and administrative efficiency.
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The administration minister Syu Huei-you is on hand to preside the 2004
Coast Guard Administration new recruits orientation forum.
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The minister has briefly summed up three major declara-
tions in manifesting the administration’s policis :

I.  To mold and shape a Coast Guard culture:

It is imperative that Coast Guard members continue to excel a

core Coast Guard spirit of being amphibian and well-versed in

planning and tactical maneuver by working inward to solidify

a united consensus and shared honor and defeat, and working

outward, in the name of the Coast Guard, to mold and shape a

unique organization culture through the mission execution that

would poise to eliminate the egotism among its subunits.

II. To instill a set of organization visions:

It is equally important that the members be open to all prob-

abilities without being confined to the present maritime defense

patrol missions, but rather focusing on expanding maritime

service work, with visions to brace for developing a maritime

cultural industry and garnering global cooperation that would

deep-root the dynamics of the administration as a maritime ad-

ministration designate agency.

III.To embrace a diverse staffing development:

The administration’s diverse staffing is regarded as a niche

rather than a burden, and it intends to broaden its talent pool

by recruiting outstanding talents from the military, police and

administrative sector, together with establishing a fair and ra-

tional promotional system.

At last, the minister motivates the trainees to dedicate their

efforts in acquiring the professional know-how and duty execu-

tion skills throughout the training period, and to keep up their

learning upon concluding the training.  In such way, they would

be able to quickly adapt to the changes in a variety of scenarios,

and be the Coast Guard’s new vanguard boasting an amphibian

adaptability and equally versed in planning and tactical executions.

And through the united efforts, the reputation of the Coast Guard

Administration would definitely be reinforced, as we devote our

best efforts in working to ensure a maritime nation vision of

ecology, security and prosperity.

The trainees speak out.




